VARIATIONS
Chipboard, Museum Board, Butter Board

DESCRIPTION
Solid paper sheet material of varying white, grey, and brown tones. Same composition as paper except thicker.

USES
Thin sheets lend themselves to representation of planar elements in models, also used to layer topography. Layers can be peeled away to reveal different tones and texture. Slight grain of pulp lends to an ease of bending in one direction. Can be laser cut.

MANUFACTURE
Wood is pulped mechanically and/or chemically then formed into sheets. Bleach or other brightening agents may be added. Virgin pulp is generally brown, recycled takes on grey due to inks, and bleached board will approach white. Coatings may be added to improve texture or color.

NOTABLE INGREDIENTS
Wood, Bleaches, Starch

DISPOSAL
100% recyclable - blue bins

SAFETY NOTES
Always be careful when cutting- use a sharp blade. Any board higher than single ply will prove difficult to make complex cuts.